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Second order equations arise in two different fashions: in divergence
form

Di(Aij (x)Dj)u = 0

in continuous mechanics, calculus of variations, etc, and in non
divergence form

Aij (x)Dij u

in probability.
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These two types, although similar in many aspects, are essentially
different. The first theory is based on functional analysis: Energy
considerations, weak formulations, compensated compactness, etc. If
Aij are, for instance, just Hölder continuous, it is impossible to exhibit
a single super or subsolution of such an equation. Its infinitesimal
expression is just the consequence of a set additive conservation law.
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A non divergence equation, in contrast, establishes a pointwise
balance between the eigenvalues of the Hessian. An important
application of non divergence equations arises in stochastic processes:

Starting atx0, we walk at random until we hit∂Ω (at a pointy) at
which time we are paidϕ(y).

What is the expected pay off,u(x0)?
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If we let the length of the step,ε, go to zero, we obtain an
infinitesimal relation. Indeeduε satisfies

uε(x) =

∫

∂B1

u(x + εσ)gx(σ)dσ

or 0 =

∫

∂B1

[u(x + εσ) − u(x)]gx(σ)dσ

wheregx(σ), a probability density, measures the frequency with
which we jump in the directionσ, when standing atx.
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If we assume that: 0< m≤ g(σ) ≤ M, g even and letε go to zero,
we obtain thatu0 must satisfy an infinitesimal relation

L(u) =
∑

aij (x)Dij u = 0

If g is constant,L(u) = ∆u =
∑

Duu, in general,mI ≤ aij ≤ MI
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Fully non linear equations arise, for instance, when there is
uncertainty about the matrixaij (x) and we try to assess the best (or
worst) case scenario.

For instance, suppose that at each point we know that the matrixA
(i.e., the densityg) belongs to some fixed familyM (for instance
g(σ) = 1 + α cosσ for some|α| < 1/2), but we do not know which
one at any given point, and we want to know how big the expected
pay off u(x) could be.
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In principle, we are asking for the “upper envelope”u of all possible
solutionsũ, to all possible operatorsaij (x)Dij ũ that we can form by
choosing for eachx a matrixA in M

In general, such au will not satisfy any particular equation, but simple
considerations indicate thatu will satisfy an “extremal equation”.
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Find the more “concave”u you can build given the constraint imposed
by F .

Point by point,u must satisfy: sup
A∈M

AD2u = 0

But AB defines each fixedA, a linear function in the space of
symmetric matrices, and sup

A∈M

AB a concave functionF(B).
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The uniform ellipticity ofaij is preserved through the fact that ifN is a
positive symmetric matrix

F(B) + m‖N‖ ≤ F(B + N) ≤ F(B) + M‖N‖

Note thatF does not depend onX because the admissible familyM
was the same for allx.

If not the functionF would depend onD2u andx:

F(D2u, x) = sup
A∈Mx

[AD2u] = 0
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Finally, the problem of random homogenization arises when there is
partial information.

For instance if the family of admissible matricesMx changes from
point to point due to a random deformation of the walking pattern.

To simplify the presentation, let me pass now from fully non linear
equations to linear ones.

In this case everything is determined and our expectationu satisfies
deterministic equation

Aij (x)Dij u = 0
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Suppose now that instead of having a single equation we have many
of them.

For instance suppose we are dropped at random at some point in one
of many large, uneven fields, and we start a random walk. Since each
field is different and even the local detail at each field is different the
associated diffusion equation

Aij (x, ω)Dij u = 0

will be different.
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Here the parameterω tell us on which point of which field are we
starting the walk and so, it lives in a probability space. But if all the
fields share, in some sense, the same statistics, from very far away we
may hope that the diffusion process will become the same for every
part of every field. That is we expect that if we look at solutionsuε

ω of
the equation

Aij

(x
ε
, ω

)

Dij u = 0

they will converge to solutionsu0 of a translation invariant (constant
coefficients) equation

Aij Dij u0 = 0
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The appropriate setting for this idea of many media that from far away
look the same is ergodic theory:

a) For eachω in a probability spaceM, µ, we have a uniformly elliptic
Hölder continuous coefficient matrix

Aij (x) = Aij (x, ω)

defined in all ofRn.

b) Translating the origin byx0, i.e., looking at

Aij (x− x0, ω)

is equivalent to changing the labelω, i.e.,

Aij (x− x0, ω) = Aij (x, τx0(ω))

and we ask this change of label

ω → τx0(ω)

to be (probability) measure preserving.
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c) Ergodicity: We express the fact that allω share some common trait
by saying that if start with a setΩ ⊂ M of positive probability, and we
translate it all over, it covers all ofM

p(∪τxj (Ω)) = 1

Then,

Theorem

There exists a homogenization limit equation

AijDij u0 = 0

to which solutions of theω problem converge almost surely.
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Main ingredients of the proof

The subadditive ergodic theorem

Letλ(Q, ω) satisfy0 ≤ λ ≤ |Q|, be subadditive: If Q= ∪Qj

(disjoint) then
λQ ≤

∑

λQj

and invariant

λ(Q(x− x0, ω)) = λ(Q(x), τx0(ω))

then as|Q| goes to infinity,λ(Q,ω)
|Q| converges to a constant h0.
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The viscosity method:

The difficulty with showing the existence of homogenization limits
for equations with non divergence structure, is that the connection
between the “infinitesimal relation” and the “averaging properties” of
the solution is very tenuous.

The main tool for non divergence equations is the “comparison
principle” that says that ifLu1 < Lu2 thenu2 cannot touchu1 by
above, i.e., we cannot have

u2 ≥ u1 in Bε(x0) and u2 = u1 at x0
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This suggests that one may define equations and their solutions by
comparing with “basic profiles” — in our case quadratic polynomials.

For instance we could define that

“the continuous functionu satisfiesuxx = 0.”

if the only parabolasax2 + b that “touch the graph ofu by above”,
must havea ≥ 0, and “by below”, must havea ≤ 0.
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One could say that, to “describe” a non divergence equation, for
instance∆u = 0, it is enough to “list” all superharmonic and
subharmonic quadratic polynomials.

That is we “characterize” the surface

“TraceM = 0”

in the space of matrices implicitly by “listing” all matrices whose
trace is positive as subsolutions and negative as supersolutions.

The idea is then that to show, for instance that the homogenization
limit of Aij (x/ε, ω) is the Laplacian, I have to convince you that any
polynomialaij xixj with Traceaij > 0 is a subsolution of the limiting
equation, and Traceaij < 0 as supersolution.
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In other words we have the following possibilities:

Fix a quadratic polynomialP(x) in B1 and solve for eachω andε the
equation







Aij (x/ε, ω)Dij uε = 0 in Q1

uε = P on ∂Q1

As ε goes to zero, we could have that

a) uε “aligns” aboveP in the limit almost surely inΩ

b) uε “aligns” belowP in the limit almost surely

c) uε keeps oscillating acrossP.
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In the first case, we should classifyP as supersolution of the limiting
equation
(too concave, can only touchu0 by bringP from above).

In the second,P would be a subsolution.

If c) happens, there is no homogenization.
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To carry on our program, we need to find a subadditive quantity that
reflects these alternatives.

We do it by solving a constrained problem.
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For λ very negative,LPλ > 0 =⇒ Pλ < v.
At some critical value ofλ, Pλ crossesv.
At that point we substitutev by u, the constrained solution.
(Pλ “drags” v when it encounters it.)

P0(x)

Pλ  for increasing  λ

Lu = 0

Pλ(x) = P0(x) + l(1-|x|2)

Lu = LPλ < 0

(contact set)

u, least supersolution 

above  Pλ
Free solution

         v
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Let’s now forget theλ and start again.

Choose aP, and for a givenω andQ consider the functionv, least
supersolution ofLωv = 0 in Q, aboveP. Such av satisfies

Lω(v) = Lω(P)χv=u ≤ 0

In fact |χv=0| controls‖u− v‖.
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P(x) + C|x|2

P(x) 

u(x) 

Quadratic separation at every scale: Ifu(0) = P(0) then

P(x) ≤ u(x) ≤ P(x) + C|x|2

(replaces density property)
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|{u0 = P}|  <  Σ |{ uj = P}|

λP(Q0, ω) = |{uQ = P}| is subadditive

(replaces the Birkhoff property)
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If h = 0, that means thatv at infinity decouples fromP, and thus in
theε rescaled limit the free solutionu (from A− B− P estimates).
That isP has to be a subsolution of the “unknown” limiting equation.

u  solution

to obstacle

problem

v  (free solution)

|| u-v||L     controlled by   |{u = P}|

8

(Alexandrov)

P
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If h 6= 0, from subadditivity this forces{v−P} to spread all overQ as
|Q|goes to infinity.

Indeed, if we divideQ in say 64 equal subcubesQj, thenλ(Qj)
|Qj |

is also

converging toh, but since{vQ = P} ⊂ ∪{vQj = P} that forces
{vQ = P} to be spread all overQ.
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The quadratic growth estimate implies that in the (ε rescaled) limit
vQ = P and thusu ≤ vQ = P. ThereforeP is a supersolution. This
describes implicitly the operatorAij . The general homogenization
limit theorem is then not hard to prove.
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Rate of convergence is hidden in the last picture.

Indeed, if the way we perturb the media is, for instance, independent,
the contact blurbs will spread uniformly at some rate asε goes to
zero, and by subadditivity, for those polynomials that will be
supersolutions in the limit(h > 0) we can obtain a rate by which the
solution to obstacle problem sticks toP, and thus the free solution
“aligns belowP” at such a rate.
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Theorem (with Souganidis)

Solutions uε get δ-close to the solution u0 to the limiting problem for
δ = eC(log ε)1/2
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Rate of convergence for discrete approximations

It is also a subproduct of this work, at the moment we need to pass
from polynomials to the convergence ofuε to the full solutionu0.

We introduce the notion ofδ-solutions (super or sub).

The idea is thatv is aδ (super) solution if it cannot be touched atx0,
by a polynomialP that is bigger thanv in the full ball Bδ(x0).
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Solutions are, of course,δ-solutions, but solutions to the
ε-homogenization problem, or solutions to a discrete equation in an
ε-mesh can be shown to beδ solutions for an appropriate choice of
δ(ε).

Our main theorem is then:

Theorem (with Souganidis)

δ solutions areδσ away from the (full) solution.
(σ depends on ellipticity.)

Corollary

ε-discretizations converge at anεσ rate to the continuous solutions.


